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Copyright © 2020 PrePPING Troubleshooting Art FOR AMC 12? Train for the AMC 12 with outstanding students from around the world in our online class AMC 12 Problem Series. In thousands of schools in each state, more than 400,000 students received a set of 25 content-rich questions, designed to make them think and make sure
they let them talk. Each year, AMC 10 and AMC 12 are part of the National Association of Secondary School Directors' Advisory List of Competitions and Activities. Many of the top universities also apply for AMC scores as part of the university application process. Both MIT and Caltech have entry blanks on their official admission
application forms for the applicant to enter their best AMC and AIME scores. Ivy League Colleges and Stanford ask AMC and AIME scores in their Supplement to Common Application Forms. Your children deserve the opportunity to list these scores in their applications! Good AMC scores will greatly improve student admission
opportunities to elite universities. Mathematics is increasingly important in our technological and scientific age. Taking more math in high school is the gateway to jobs and careers of all kinds, even those that are not explicitly mathematical, scientific or technological. Participating in AMC contests can challenge and inspire students to learn
more math! We publish AMC 12A 2017 issues and responses below. You can click on the following to download them: More details can be found at: Click here to learn more about math competitions Click here to learn more about SAT Prep! Our uniqueness We have a long history of close collaboration with the MAA American Math
Competitions (AMC), which are dedicated to strengthening the mathematical abilities of our nation's youth, and are the first in a series of high school math contests that determine the U.S. team for the International Mathematical Olympiad (IMO). There are many math competitions in the United States. Of these, only AMC → AIME →
USAMO sequence would take you to the IMO (International Math Olympiad), the highest level math competition for high school students in the world. We are just one in the Washington DC metropolitan area to offer elementary, middle, and high school competency math courses. Our students have received the best scores and awards in
prestigious national and math contests. We have collected all AMC8/10/12 and AIME Official and Official Materials as shown the American Mathematics Competitions (AMC) Materials article, which have formed our big data system, a golden resource for our students, who are the ultimate beneficiaries. This entry was posted in Math
Contests. Check the permanent link. 2017 AMC 12A 12A Pablo buys popsicles for his friends. The store sells individual pallets for boxes for, and boxes of 5 pallets for. What is the largest number of pallets that Solution By greedy algorithm, we can take two boxes of 5 pallets and a box of 3 pallets with .  To demonstrate that this is
optimal, consider an upper limit as follows: at the rate of every 5 pallets, we can get palettes, which is less than 14. .  Problem 2 The sum of two real numbers other than zero is 4 times your product. What is the sum of the reciprocals of the two numbers?  Solution Let's be our two numbers. Then. Like this.  .  Ms. Carroll promised that
anyone who received all multiple choice questions directly on the next exam would receive an A on the exam. Which of these statements necessarily follows logically?  Copyright © 2020 PrePPING Troubleshooting Art FOR AMC 12? Train for the AMC 12 with outstanding students from around the world in our online class AMC 12
Problem Series. In thousands of schools in each state, more than 400,000 students received a set of 25 content-rich questions, designed to make them think and make sure they let them talk. Each year, AMC 10 and AMC 12 are part of the National Association of Secondary School Directors' Advisory List of Competitions and Activities.
Many of the top universities also apply for AMC scores as part of the university application process. Both MIT and Caltech have entry blanks on their official admission application forms for the applicant to enter their best AMC and AIME scores. Ivy League Colleges and Stanford ask AMC and AIME scores in their Supplement to Common
Application Forms. Your children deserve the opportunity to list these scores in their applications! Good AMC scores will greatly improve student admission opportunities to elite universities. Mathematics is increasingly important in our technological and scientific age. Taking more math in high school is the gateway to jobs and careers of
all kinds, even those that are not explicitly mathematical, scientific or technological. Participating in AMC contests can challenge and inspire students to learn more math! We publish AMC 12A 2017 issues and responses below. You can click on the following to download them: More details can be found at: Click here to learn more about
math competitions Click here to learn more about SAT Prep! Our uniqueness We have a long history of close collaboration with the MAA American Mathematics Competitions (AMC), which are dedicated to the mathematical abilities of our nation's youth, and are the first in a series of high school math competitions that determine the U.S.
team for the International Mathematical Olympics (IMO). There are many math competitions in the United States. Of these, only AMC → AIME → USAMO sequence would take you to the IMO (International Math Olympiad), the highest level math competition for high school students in the world. We are just one in the Washington DC
metropolitan area to offer elementary, middle, and high school competency math courses. Our students have received the best scores and awards in prestigious national and math contests. We have compiled all the Official and Official Materials of AMC8/10/12 and AIME as shown in the american Mathematics Competitions (AMC)
Materials article, which have formed our big data system, a golden resource for our students, who are the final beneficiaries. This entry was posted in Math Contests. Check the permanent link. 2017 AMC 12A 2017 AMC 12A problems and solutions. The test was held on February 7, 2017.  Pablo buys popsicles for his friends. The store
sells individual pallets for boxes for, and boxes of 5 pallets for. What is the largest number of pallets that Solution By greedy algorithm, we can take two boxes of 5 pallets and a box of 3 pallets with .  To demonstrate that this is optimal, consider an upper limit as follows: at the rate of every 5 pallets, we can get palettes, which is less than
14. .  Problem 2 The sum of two real numbers other than zero is 4 times your product. What is the sum of the reciprocals of the two numbers?  Solution Let's be our two numbers. Then. Like this.  .  Ms. Carroll promised that anyone who received all multiple choice questions directly on the next exam would receive an A on the exam. 
Which of these statements necessarily follows logically?  Copyright © 2020 Art Troubleshooting 2017 AMC 12A (Answer Key)Printable Version: Wiki ? AoPS Resources • PDF Instructions This is a multiple choice test of 25 questions. Each question is followed by answers marked A, B, C, D, and E. Only one of them is right. You will
receive 6 points for each correct answer, 2.5 points for each unanswered problem if the year pre-2006, 1.5 points for each unanswered problem if the year is later than 2006, and 0 points for each incorrect response. Aid other than scratch paper, graphic paper, ruler, compass, conveyor and drafts (and calculators accepted for use in if
before 2006. No problems in the test will require the use of a calculator). Figures are not necessarily drawn at scale. You will have 75 minutes of working time to complete the test. 1 • 2 • 3 • 4 • 5 • 6 • 7 • 8 • 9 • 10 • 11 • 12 • 13 • 14 • 15 • 16 • 17 • 18 • 19 • 20 • 21 • 22 • 23 • 24 • 25 Pablo buys pallets for his friends. The store sells individual
pallets for $1 each, boxes of 3 pallets for $2, and boxes of 5 pallets for $3. What is the largest number of pallets Paul can buy with $8? Solution Problem 2 The sum of two real numbers other than zero is 4 times your product. What is the sum of the reciprocals of the two numbers? Solution Problem 3 Ms. Carroll promised that anyone who
received all multiple choice questions directly on the next exam would receive an A on the exam. Which of these statements necessarily follows logically? Solution Problem 4 Jerry and Silvia wanted to go from the southwest corner of a square field to the northeast corner. Jerry walked east and then north to reach the finish line, but Silvia
headed northeast and reached the finish line by walking in a straight line. Which of the following options is the shortest of Silvia's travel distance, compared to Jerry's trip? Solution Problem 5 In a meeting of people, there are people who know each other and people who don't know anyone. People who know each other embrace each
other, and people who don't know each other shake hands. How many handshakes do you get? Solution Problem 6 Joy has thin rods, one of each of each integer length from . Place the rods in lengths, and on a table. Then you want to choose a fourth bar that you can put with these three to form a quadrilateral with positive area. How
many of the remaining rods can you choose as the fourth rod? Solution Problem 7 Define a function on positive integers recursively by , if even, and if it is odd and greater than . What is it? Solution Problem 8 The region consisting of all points in three-dimensional space within line segment units has volume. What's the length? Solution
problem 9 Let's be the set of points on the coordinate plane so that two of the three quantities, and they are equal and the third of the three quantities is not greater than the common value. Which of the following is a correct description of ? Solution Problem 10 Chloé chooses a real number evenly randomly from the interval. Regardless,
Laurent chooses a real number evenly at random from the interval. What's the probability that Laurent's number is greater than Chloe's number? Solution Problem 11 Claire adds the degree measurements of the inner angles of a convex polygon and reaches a sum of . He then discovers that he forgot to include a What is the degree
measurement of the forgotten angle? Solution Problem 12 There are horses, called Horse 1, Horse 2, , Horse 10. You get you get names of how many minutes it takes to run around a circular race track: Horse runs a lap in exactly minutes. By the time 0 all the horses are together at the starting point on the track. The horses start running
in the same direction, and continue to run around the circular track at their constant speeds. The shortest time, in minutes, in which all the horses will be simultaneously back at the starting point is . Let's be the shortest time, in minutes, so that at least the horses are back at the starting point. What is the sum of the digits of ? Solution
Problem 13 Driving at a steady speed, Sharon usually takes minutes to drive from home to her mother's house. One day Sharon begins the journey at her usual speed, but after driving down the road, she hits a bad snowstorm and slows down in miles per hour. This time the trip takes a total of minutes. How many miles is the journey from
Sharon's house to her mother's house? Solution Problem 14 Alice refuses to sit next to Bob or Carla. Derek refuses to sit next to Eric. How many ways are there for all five to sit in a row of chairs under these conditions? Solution Problem 15 Leave , using the radian measurement for the variable. What interval is the smallest positive value
in which place? Solution Problem 16 In the following figure, semicircles with centers in and with radia 2 and 1, respectively, are drawn inside, and sharing bases with, a semicircle with diameter. The two smallest semicircles are externally tangent to each other and internally tangent to the larger semicircle. A circle centered on is drawn
externally tangent to the two smallest semicircles and internally tangent to the larger semicircle. What is the radius of the circle centered on ? Solution Problem 17 There are different complex numbers such that . How many of these is a real number? Solution Problem 18 Let the sum of the positive integer digits match. For example. For a
given positive integer, . Which of the following might be the value of ? Solution Problem 19 A square with a lateral length is inscribed in a right triangle with sides of length, so that a vertex of the square matches the right angle vertex of the triangle. A square with lateral length is inscribed in another right triangle with sides of length, and so
that one side of the square is located in the hypotenuse of the triangle. What is it? Solution Problem 20 How many ordered pairs, in this way, is a positive real number and that is an integer between and even satisfy the equation Solution Problem 21 A set is constructed as follows. Start. Repeatedly, the longest if it is an entire root of some
polynomial for some, all whose coefficients are elements, then it is put in . When no more items can be added to , how many items do you have? Solution Problem 22 A square is drawn on the coordinate the plane with vertices in , , , . A particle starts in . Each second moves with the same probability to one of the eight lattice points (points
with whole coordinates) closest to its current position, regardless of its previous movements. In other words, the probability is for the particle to move from , , or . The particle will eventually hit the square for the first time, either in one of the 4 corners of the square or in one of the 12 lattice points inside one side of the square. The
probability of it reaching a corner rather than at an inside point on one side is, where and they are relatively positive integer cousins. What is it? Solution Problem 23 For certain real numbers, , and , polynomial has three distinct roots, and each root is also a polynomial root What is it? Solution Problem 24 Quadrilateral is inscribed in circle
and has side lengths, and . Let's leave and thirst points on such that and. Let's be the intersection of the line and the line through parallel to . Let's be the intersection of the line and the line through parallel to . Let's be the point in the circle other than the one on the line. What is it? Solution Problem 25 The vertices of a centrally
symmetrical hexagon in the complex plane are given by For Each , an element is chosen randomly, regardless of the other options. Let's be the product of the selected numbers. What's the probability of that? Solution See also The problems on this page are the copyright property of the Mathematical Association of American Mathematics
Contests of America. Competitions.
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